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Rolls-Royce Plans ‘Mini’ Nuclear
Power Plants By 2029 Delivered
In Chunks Via Trucks

Markets

I cover commodities, mostly oil & gas, often debunking risk premiums.

Gaurav Sharma Contributor 

'Mini' nuclear reactors delivered in prefabricated chunks on the back of
trucks and assembled cost effectively onsite could become a reality by 2029,
according to Rolls-Royce (LON:RR).

The British blue chip, known globally for its aviation, shipping and land
power applications, said Friday (January 24) the Small Modular Reactor
(SMR) consortium it leads is confident of achieving such a reality in the U.K.
within the decade to address growing demand for electricity in a low carbon
setting.

The consortium, which also includes ARUP, Laing O'Rourke, Nuvia and
Wood Group, plans to install and operate such "factory-built power stations"
capable of competing on price with low-cost renewables such as offshore
wind.
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The initial proposal is to install the SMRs at former British nuclear sites in
Cumbria or Wales with the ultimate objective of building 10 to 15 of the
stations in the U.K. Giving details, a spokesperson said the required plant
area would be about 1.5 acres, at the heart of a wider 10 acre operations site.

That is roughly around one-fifteenth the size of U.K.'s Hinkley Point which
is among the country's major nuclear power sector focal points. At a time
when international nuclear power solutions developers such as Hitachi and
Toshiba are suffering challenges, Rolls-Royce insists the SMR consortium
will make the economics work.

The idea of having prefabricated parts put together using "advanced digital
welding methods and robotic assembly", subsequently shipped to site and
bolted together would keep costs and security more predictable and
manageable.

Artist's impression of a Rolls-Royce's Small Modular Reactor (SMR) site: The company plans to ...
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The SMRs are so practical in terms of scale and site optimization that in
theory every city could have its own nuclear power reactor, Rolls-Royce
added.

ROLLS-ROYCE HOLDINGS PLC

The company already holds over 35 patents for elements of SMR technology
and has been involved in the design, manufacture, delivery and operations
of nuclear facilities since the 1990s. It has concrete plans of selling SMRs
globally to achieve economies of scale, and has been fine tuning the concept
in recent years.

"We've provided compact nuclear pressure water reactors (PWRs) across
seven submarine classes, and have been involved in the design of a number
of civil nuclear power stations. SMRs offer a low cost alternative for a global
market aimed at reducing project complexities."

According to a feasibility study conducted by the U.K.'s National Nuclear

'Mini’ nuclear reactors delivered in prefabricated chunks on the back of trucks and assembled cost ...
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Follow me on Twitter. Check out my website.

I am a UK-based oil & gas sector analyst and business news editor/writer with over 20

years of experience in the financial and trade press. I have worked on all major media

platforms – print, newswire, web and broadcast. At various points in my career, I have

been an OPEC, Bank of England and UK Office for National Statistics correspondent.

Over the years, I have provided wide-ranging oil & gas sector commentary, including

pricing, supply scenarios, E&P infrastructure, corporations' financials and exploration

data. I am a lively commentator on 'crude' matters for publications and broadcasting

outlets including CNBC Europe, BBC Radio, Asian and Middle Eastern networks, via my

own website, Forbes and various other publications. My oil market commentary has a

partial supply-side bias based on a belief that the risk premium is often given

gratuitous, somewhat convenient, prominence by cheeky souls who handle quite a few

paper barrels but have probably never been to a tanker terminal or the receiving end of

a pipeline. Yet having done both, I pragmatically accept paper barrels [or should we say

‘e-barrels’] are not going anywhere, anytime soon! Read Less

Laboratory, there is an estimated global market of up to £400 billion ($525
billion) for energy that cannot, in all circumstances, be met by large scale
nuclear reactors and so presents a real opportunity for SMRs. Rolls-Royce
can certainly count on a slice of that if things go according to plan.
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